On the Possibility of Using the Jellium Model as a Guide To Design Bimetallic Superalkali Cations.
The potential application of the jellium model as guidance in the rational design of bimetallic superalkali cations is examined under gradient-corrected density functional theory for the first time. By using Li, Mg, and Al as atomic building blocks, a series of bimetallic cationic clusters with 2, 8, 20, and 40 valence electrons are obtained and investigated. As the corresponding neutral clusters tend to lose one valence electron to achieve closed-shell states in the jellium model, these studied cations exhibit much lower vertical electron affinities (EAvert , 3.42-4.95 eV) than the ionization energies (IEs) of alkali metal atoms, indicating their superalkali identities. The high stability of these cationic clusters is guaranteed by their considerable HOMO-LUMO gaps and binding energies per atom. Moreover, the feasibility of using the designed superalkalis as efficient reductants to activate CO2 and N2 molecules and as stable building blocks to assemble ionic superatom compounds is explored. Therefore, this study may provide an effective method for obtaining various metallic superatoms with extensive applications on the basis of the simple jellium rule.